Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
19. Receiving Pearls of Wisdom from the Hall of Records
Under the Sphinx
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
I invite Beloved Moses and His Higher Self and my New Guide to
come and sit with me this Morning and Share with me what would be to
my Highest Good to Share with Humanity.
“Greetings to you this Beautiful Day. It is our great pleasure to bring
you what you called Pearls of Wisdom. We ask you to take your seven
deep Breaths and open your Heart to receive these Gifts.”
I had forgotten to do my Breathing of my seven Breaths like I always
do before I call on my Guides from the Heavenly Host which is very
important to connect at Higher Vibrational Levels. I usually take seven
Breaths, hold them to the count of seven and exhale them to the count of
seven.
“Now we can Merge with your Energy at such a Deeper Level.”
I Feel Moses take my arm so I know they are taking me to Higher
Dimensions. I begin to Fill with soft flowing Bliss like warm Soothing
Honey, as I relax into Loving Liquid Light my Pain subsides and I am at a
Deep, Deep Peaceful Knowing I am safe.
I seem to be floating around in my Body today talking to all my
organs, muscles, joints, glands, etc. I am Thanking them for all they have
gone through in this lifetime with me. I am telling them they will not
need to be sick anymore and that all my Spiritual, Emotional, Mental,
Physical, Ego and Soul will be moving to a Higher Awareness of
Consciousness that will be “Letting Go” of all our old aches and pains and
belief systems, so we can receive the New Awareness. I hold All my
Bodies and let my Ego know that I will need Him even more now to
remain in the Highest vibration along with All my other Bodies so He can
Inspire and Guide me into the Higher Wisdom and that I am counting on
Him. All my Bodies said the Love in my Heart Felt so much Better than the

Pain and Suffering they were used to experiencing. Then All my Bodies
said they were ready to “Let Go” and open their Hearts to more Love.
I could See them Melt, Merge and Blend with the Light that was pouring
from my Beingness and we All United as One and became a Huge Ball of
Light that just kept expanding. I simply observed and felt Love, Peace and
Harmony.
I noticed we were moving into what I thought was a Temple but it
was different. We entered a Huge Room filled with Crystals and many
Gemstones that were Huge in size and Bright in color and Higher
Vibrations were moving in Waves throughout the Round Room. I could
See Sparks of Light Dancing that I had never Seen before. I noticed that
Moses or my two New Guides have not said a word yet!
“As I thought that Moses shared “Worry Not.”
I have to giggle since I am told that so often.
We are entering another room full of Books and I ask if this is the
Hall of Records under the Sphinx?
Moses shares, “They were waiting for me to Remember.”
I am drawn to a Book that Seems to be calling me to open it and
hold it. Moses nods it’s OK but He did not say anything like He has in the
past. I go to reach for the Book but before I touch the Book I can See a
Stream of Light coming from the Book. The Stream of Light Feels very
warm but does not Burn me. I realize that the Book is being Downloaded
into my crystal Bed in the Back of my Head. The Cover of the Book
changes Color from Gold, Purple, Silver, Green, Blue, Red and Yellow. As I
See that I Know it is the Masters of the Rays Gifting me with the Higher
Wisdom for the New Earth. All the tools that will be needed to stay
Centered, to stay in Higher Wisdom, to stay in Peace, Love and Harmony,
and how to Share that not only for myself, But for All who have Ears to
Hear. The process will be completely different just like this day has been
in receiving this wisdom. It was to show me that My Presence is All that is
needed For What I Need and All Humanity will Need will be provided with
effortless effort.

Moses smiles and I “Get” I can touch as many Books as I want at any
time, and so can Humanity who will give themselves Permission to “Let
Go” of the Past so they can Step Forward with an Open Heart.
I Know what is meant by the words “Let Go.” It is of the Fear of the
Unknown that has Ruled Us for so long. Fear that we will be Hurt, Die, be
Rejected, be Disappointed, get our Heart Broken again and again, be Sick
or Lose Everything. Now I know all you lose is the misconceptions that
were controlling Us One and All.
I could Feel three Books calling me as they seemed to Pulse then
Light with excitement to get my attention. The Downloading was Quick
and reassuring I was safe and on the Right Path.
I realized that the quiet stillness of no talking played a Big Part in my
ability to receive the Wisdom. Maybe the Key is to be still for when we’re
talking we cannot Hear the Still soft voice within. It is the Creator saying,
“Awaken my Child Awaken and Remember We Are One.”
I am so full of Light and I am Expanding for I can See it and Feel it.
All that is needed now is for me to Be It.
I Feel the warm Blanket of Love that Moses always wraps around me
to comfort me through my many changes. I am so Thankful! I am in
Loving Overwhelm and Bliss.
Moses shares, “In Divine Timing the New Higher Wisdom will
become New Ideas and Awareness to me and All Humanity. Now Feel the
Crystals Arc their Light and move the Wisdom and Download it into the
Crystal Bed in the Back of your Head and through your Body down to the
Iron Core Crystal Grid of Mother Earth, so all of Humanity can awaken and
accept the Truth of Their Being that One and All are the God of Their
Being Expressing in Matter.”
“It will be Combined Oneness Unified and All will seek the Wisdom
from within. It will be the End to war, sickness, pain, and suffering as One
and All Awaken and Remember, All are sacred, All are Divine, and So It Is,
So Be It.”
It is still quiet for what needed to be said has been said. I can Feel
us moving through the Dimensions and I am filled beyond measure with
Love and a New Understanding. I am at Home and at Peace. I thank

Beloved Moses and my New Guides. The last words I Heard were, “Peace
Be With You.”
“I am your Beloved Moses and We Are Your New Guides.”
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